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More than substances are currently on the list. Some experts, though, are concerned that overuse of
Proposition 65 warnings may weaken consumer awareness of more severe hazards. Results from studies in
people looking for a link between exposure to acrylamide in the diet and cancer have been mixed. The
debilitating class of diseases spreads through a body like an invading army as toxic cells grow relentlessly into
unruly tumors. People and rodents absorb and metabolize acrylamide at different rates, though, so it is difficult
to use the results of animal studies to predict what will happen in people. One third of cancer deaths are also
due to factors people can change â€” such as high body mass index, low intake of fruits and vegetables, lack
of physical activity, and use of tobacco or alcohol. The truth is, just about every compound out there could
possibly, maybe, one day contribute to cancer. Since , this law has required warning labels for chemicals
known to cause cancer or birth defects. The authors caution that these studies may not have accurately
estimated how much acrylamide people ingested in their food. Here are some known carcinogens â€”
cancer-causers â€” and a few more things that scientists are zeroing in on as prime suspects. A review of
previous studies found no consistent link between dietary acrylamide and cancer. Here's what we know. But
the many reasons individual cancer cases pop up in people are complex: Some are genetic and passed down
from one generation to the next, and others are a result of things in our environment that we inhale , eat , or
use. Sometimes it can feel downright unavoidable: Californians now have to read cancer warnings as they sip
their morning coffees, and the World Health Organization International Agency for Research on Cancer keeps
a running tally of things that definitely cause cancer, seem to cause cancer, and might cause cancer. In
response to a similar lawsuit , potato chip manufacturers reduced the acrylamide content of their products â€”
and avoided having to carry warning labels. Some cases of cancer are out of our control, determined by
genetic defects and predispositions passed down from one generation to the next, or spurred by genetic
changes we undergo through our lifetime. Some substances are known to cause cancer in people. Coffee has
recently been vilified in California because it contains a cancer-causing chemical called acrylamide, but a
growing body of research suggests that a daily dose of brew may do your body more good than harm. This is
not to downplay the potential risks of acrylamide or other carcinogens. For that, you can turn to the NCI
website , which provides information on most risk factors for cancer.


